
 

30 October 2013 

Dear Secretary of State, 

I wish to record my strong objection to the proposed New Generation Transport scheme for Leeds. 

This expensive, inflexible scheme is not fit for purpose and won’t help the well-known problems of 

traffic flow radially in and out of Leeds. It will seriously damage the large and increasing use of the 

A660 by cyclists. Cyclists will be intimated from using the same road space as the large trolley buses. 

As alternative routes are less direct, the current cyclists may no longer cycle, which would be a 

shame. I understand that the width of pavements will reduced in some places degrading the walking 

environment. (Both walking and cycling need to be promoted to encourage healthy active lifestyles) 

The trolley bus system is inflexible for further extension, should this be necessary in the future. 

There is nothing that could not be obtained with modern buses. (The problem of resource use, 

carbon footprint and general pollution is overwhelmingly that due to the large number of cars). I do 

not believe that there will be much of a shift from cars to NGT as most of its passengers have to 

stand. 

The fact that the stops for NGT will be different from the bus stops will give problems particularly for 

disabled people. One will have to decide which mode of transport to use at the outset. The gaps 

between NGT stops is greater than for the bus service and it seems rational to  anticipate that the 

bus frequency will be reduced as there may well be some shift from bus to NGT for those near NGT 

stops. When Leeds get a smart ticketing system, the bus service in Leeds will become more 

attractive and if there were better bus lanes the bus would go at a very good pace.  

 I understand that the ‘official’ estimates of savings on journey time are literally a few minutes. That 

seems minimal for such a vast outlay of public money. 

I’m also concerned at the damage to the environment and local visual amenity the scheme will 

cause. Many mature trees which giving character to North Leeds would be lost. The spindly 

replacement trees are no match. We do not need a system which requires overhead wires.  

 I am concerned that filling the short-fall in the funding will hit Leeds residents hard and reduce basic 

services 

As a scientist I find the way the proponents have gone about pushing this scheme reprehensible, as 

all the consultations have been promotional events rather than the unbiased seeking of views. At 

the events public servants have been engaged in manipulating public perceptions, a reversal of 

proper political practice whereby public servants do the public’s bidding.  

Please turn down this costly and irresponsible proposal and save the public purse a good sum of 

money which could be used for a sensible transport scheme. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

Dr Paul Marchant CStat. 

58 Ash Rd  

Leeds LS6 3EZ  


